Depth first search (DFS) tree is a fundamental data structure for solving various graph problems. The classical algorithm [37] for building a DFS tree requires O(m + n) time for a given undirected graph G having n vertices and m edges. Recently, Baswana et al. [5] presented a simple algorithm for updating the DFS tree of an undirected graph after an edge/vertex update inÕ(n) 1 time. However, their algorithm is strictly sequential. We present an algorithm achieving similar bounds that can be easily adopted to the parallel environment.
INTRODUCTION
Depth First Search (DFS) is a well known graph traversal technique. Right from the seminal work of Tarjan [37] , DFS traversal has played a central role in the design of efficient algorithms for many fundamental graph problems, namely, strongly connected components, topological sorting [39] , dominators in directed graph [38] , edge and vertex connectivity [11] etc.
Let G = (V , E) be an undirected connected graph having n vertices and m edges. The DFS traversal of G starting from any vertex r ∈ V produces a spanning tree called a DFS tree rooted at r in O(m + n) time. For any rooted spanning tree of G, a non-tree edge of the graph is called a back edge if one of its endpoints is an ancestor of the other in the tree. Otherwise, it is called a cross edge. A necessary and sufficient condition for any rooted spanning tree to be a DFS tree is that every non-tree edge is a back edge. Thus, many DFS trees are possible for any given graph from a given root r . However, if the traversal is performed strictly according to the order of edges in the adjacency lists of the graph, the resulting DFS tree will be unique. Ordered DFS tree problem is to compute the order in which the vertices are visited by this unique DFS traversal.
An algorithmic graph problem is modeled in a dynamic environment as follows. There is an online sequence of updates on the graph, and the objective is to update the solution of the problem efficiently after each update. In particular, the time taken to update the solution has to be much smaller than that of the best static algorithm for the problem. A dynamic graph algorithm is said to be fully dynamic if it handles both insertion and deletion updates, otherwise it is called partially dynamic. Another, and more restricted, variant of a dynamic environment is the fault tolerant environment. Here the aim is to build a compact data structure, for a given problem, that is resilient to failures of vertices/edges and can efficiently report the solution after a given set of failures.
Recently, Baswana et al. [5, 6] presented a fully dynamic algorithm for maintaining a DFS tree of an undirected graph inÕ(
time per update. They also presented an algorithm for updating the DFS tree after a single update inÕ(n) time. Prior to this work, only partially dynamic algorithms were known for DFS trees [7, 8, 14] . Now, major applications of dynamic graphs in the real world involve a huge amount of data, which makes recomputing the solution after every update infeasible. Due to this large size of data, it also becomes impractical for solving such problems on a single sequential machine because of both memory and computation costs involved. Thus, it becomes more significant to explore these dynamic graph problems on a computation model that efficiently handles large storage and computations. In the past three decades a lot of work has been done to address dynamic graph problems in parallel [9, 13, 33, 35] , semi-streaming [3, 18, 21, 28] , and distributed (also called dynamic networks) [4, 22, 24, 36] environments.
In this paper, we address the problem of maintaining dynamic DFS tree efficiently in the parallel environment and demonstrate its applications in semi-streaming and distributed environments.
Existing results
In spite of the simplicity of a DFS tree, designing efficient parallel, distributed or streaming algorithms for a DFS tree has turned out to be quite challenging. Reif [31] showed that the ordered DFS tree problem is P-Complete. For many years, this result seemed to imply that general DFS tree problem, i.e., computing any DFS tree of the graph, is also inherently sequential. However, Aggarwal et al. [1, 2] proved that the general DFS tree problem is in RNC 2 by designing a randomized EREW PRAM 3 algorithm that takesÕ(1) time. But the fastest deterministic algorithm for computing general DFS tree in parallel still takesÕ( √ n) time [2, 17] in CRCW PRAM 4 , even for undirected graphs. Moreover, general DFS tree problem has been shown to be in NC for some special graphs including DAGs [16] and planar graphs [19] (see [15] for a survey). Whether general DFS tree problem is in NC is still a long standing open problem.
In the semi-streaming environment, the input graph is accessed in form of a stream of graph edges, where an algorithm can perform multiple passes on this stream but is allowed to use only O(n) local space. The DFS tree can be trivially computed using O(n) passes, where each pass adds one vertex to the DFS tree. However, computing the DFS tree inÕ(1) passes is considered hard [12] . To the best of our knowledge, it is an open problem to compute a DFS tree using even o(n) passes in any relaxed streaming environment [29, 32] .
Computing a DFS tree in a distributed setting was widely studied in 1980's and 1990's. A DFS tree can be computed in O(n) rounds, with different trade offs between number of messages passed, and size of each message. A DFS tree can be built using O(n) messages if we allow messages of size O(n) [25, 27, 34] , and using O(m) messages if we limit the message size to beÕ(1) [10, 26, 40] .
Thus, to maintain a DFS tree in the dynamic setting, each update requiresÕ( √ n) time on a CRCW PRAM in deterministic parallel setting, O(n) passes in semi-streaming setting and O(n) rounds in distributed setting, which is very inefficient. Hence, exploring the dynamic DFS in parallel, semi-streaming and distributed models seems to be a long neglected problem of practical significance.
time, for any constants c 1 , c 2 . The class RNC extends NC to allow access to randomness. 3 Exclusive Read Exclusive Write (EREW) restricts any two processors to simultaneously read or write the same memory cell. Concurrent Read Concurrent Write (CRCW) does not have this restriction. 4 It essentially shows DFS to be NC equivalent of minimum-weight perfect matching, which is in RNC whereas its best deterministic algorithm requiresÕ ( √ n) time.
We present optimal algorithms (up to poly log n factors) for maintaining a fully dynamic DFS tree for an undirected graph under both edge and vertex updates on these models.
Our Results
We consider an extended notion of updates wherein an update could be either insertion/deletion of a vertex or insertion/deletion of an edge. Furthermore, an inserted vertex can be added with any set of incident edges to the graph. In the parallel setting, our main result can be succinctly described as follows. Theorem 1.1. Given an undirected graph and its DFS tree, it can be preprocessed to build a data structure of size O(m) in O(log n) time using m processors on an EREW PRAM, such that for any update in the graph, a DFS tree of the updated graph can be computed in O(log 3 n) time using n processors on an EREW PRAM.
With this result at the core, we easily obtain the following results.
(1) Parallel Fully Dynamic DFS:
Given an arbitrary online sequence of updates, we can maintain a DFS tree of an undirected graph in O(log 3 n) time per update using m processors on an EREW PRAM. (2) Parallel Fault tolerant DFS:
An undirected graph can be preprocessed to build a data structure of size O(m), such that for any set of k(≤ log n) updates in the graph, a DFS tree of the updated graph can be computed in O(k log 2k +1 n) time using n processors on an EREW PRAM. Our fully dynamic algorithm and fault tolerant algorithm (for constant k), clearly take optimal time (up to poly log n factors) for maintaining a DFS tree. Our fault tolerant algorithm (for constant k) is also work optimal (upto poly log n factors) since a single update can lead to Θ(n) changes in the DFS tree. Moreover, our result also establishes that maintaining fully dynamic DFS for an undirected graph is in NC (which is still an open problem for static DFS).
Applications of Parallel Fully Dynamic DFS
Our parallel fully dynamic DFS algorithm can be seamlessly adapted to the semi-streaming and distributed environments as follows.
(1) Semi-streaming Fully Dynamic DFS: Given any arbitrary online sequence of vertex or edge updates, we can maintain a DFS tree of an undirected graph using O(log 2 n) passes over the input graph per update by a semi-streaming algorithm using O(n) space. (2) Distributed Fully Dynamic DFS:
Given any arbitrary online sequence of vertex or edge updates, we can maintain a DFS tree of an undirected graph in O(D log 2 n) rounds per update in the synchronous CON GEST (n/D) model using O(nD log 2 n + m) messages of size O(n/D) requiring O(n) space on each processor, where D is diameter of the graph. Our semi-streaming algorithm clearly takes optimal number of passes (up to poly log n factors) for maintaining a DFS tree. Our distributed algorithm that works in a restricted CONGEST (B) 5 model, also arguably requires optimal rounds (up to poly log n factors) because it requires Ω(D) rounds to propagate the information of the update throughout the graph. Since almost the whole DFS tree may need to be updated due to a single update in the graph, every algorithm for maintaining a DFS tree in the distributed setting will require Ω(D) rounds 6 . This essentially improves the state of the art for the classes of graphs with o(n) diameter.
Overview
We now describe a brief overview of our result. Baswana et al. [5] proved that updating a DFS tree after any update in the graph is equivalent to rerooting disjoint subtrees of the DFS tree. They also presented an algorithm to reroot a DFS tree T (or its subtree), originally rooted at r to a new root r ′ , inÕ(n) time. It starts the traversal from r ′ traversing the path connecting r ′ to r in T . Now, the subtrees hanging from this path are essentially the components of the unvisited graph (the subgraph induced by the unvisited vertices of the graph) due to the absence of cross edges. In the updated DFS tree, every such subtree, say τ , shall hang from an edge emanating from τ to the path from r ′ to r . Let this edge be (x, y), where x ∈ τ . Thus, we need to recursively reroot τ to the new root x and hang it from (x, y) in the updated DFS tree. Note that this rerooting can be independently performed for different subtrees hanging from tree path from r ′ to r .
At the core of their result, they use a property of the DFS tree, that they called components property, to find the edge (x, y) efficiently, using a data structure D 0 . However, as evident from the discussion above, their rerooting procedure can be strictly sequential in the worst case. This is because the size of a subtree τ to be rerooted can be almost equal to that of the original tree T . As a result, O(n) sequential reroots may be required in the worst case. Our main contribution is an algorithm that performs this rerooting efficiently in parallel.
Our algorithm ensures that rerooting is completed inÕ(1) steps as follows. At any point of time, we ensure that every component c of the unvisited graph is either of type C1, having a single subtree of T , or of type C2, having a path p c and a set of subtrees of T having edges to p c . Note that in [5] every component of the unvisited graph is of type C1. We define three types of traversals, namely, path halving (also used by [5] ), disintegrating traversal and disconnecting traversal. We prove that using a combination of O(1) such traversals, for every component c of the unvisited graph, either the length of p c is halved or the size of largest subtree in c is halved. Moreover, these traversals can be performed in O(log n) time on |c | processors using the components property and a data structure D (answering similar queries as D 0 ). However, since our algorithm ensures that each vertex is queried by D onlyÕ(1) times (unlike [5] ), our data structure D is much simpler than D 0 .
Furthermore, both our algorithm and the algorithm by [5] use the non-tree edges of the graph only to answer queries on data structure D (or D 0 ). The remaining operations (except for queries on D) required by our algorithm can be performed using only edges of T in O(n) space. As a result, our algorithm being efficient in parallel setting (unlike [5] ), can also be adapted to the semistreaming and distributed model as follows. In the semi-streaming model, the passes over the input graph are used only to answer the queries on D, where the parallel queries on D made by our algorithm can be answered simultaneously using a single pass. Our distributed algorithm only needs to store the current DFS tree at each node and the adjacency list of the corresponding vertex abiding the restriction of O(n) space at each node. Again, the distributed computation is only used to answer queries on D.
PRELIMINARIES
Let G = (V , E) be any given undirected graph on n vertices and m edges. The following notations will be used throughout the paper.
• par (w) : Parent of w in T .
• T (x) : The subtree of T rooted at vertex x.
• path(x, y) : Path from vertex x to vertex y in T .
• LCA(x, y) : Lowest common ancestor of x and y in T .
• root(T ′ ) : Root of a subtree T ′ of T , i.e., root T (x) = x.
• T * : The updated DFS tree computed by our algorithm.
A subtree T ′ is said to be hanging from a path p if the root(T ′ ) is a child of some vertex on the path p and does not belong to the path p. Unless stated otherwise, a component refers to a connected component of the unvisited graph. We refer to a path p in a DFS tree T as an ancestor-descendant path if one of its endpoints is an ancestor of the other in T .
For our distributed algorithm, we use synchronous CONGEST (B) model [30] . For the dynamic setting, Henzinger et al. [20] presented a model that has a preprocessing stage followed by an alternating sequence of non-overlapping stages for update and recovery. We use this model with an additional space restriction of O(n) size at each node. Without this restriction, the whole graph can be stored at each node, where an algorithm can trivially propagate the update to each node and the updated solution can be computed locally. Also, we allow the deletion updates to be abrupt, i.e., the deleted link/node becomes unavailable for use instantly after the update.
In order to handle disconnected graphs, we add a dummy vertex r with edges to all the vertices. Our algorithm maintains a DFS tree rooted at r in this augmented graph, where each child subtree of r is a DFS tree of a connected component of the original graph.
We shall now define some queries that are performed by our algorithm on the data structure D (similar queries on D 0 also used in [5] ). Let v, w, x, y ∈ V , where path(x, y) and path(v, w) (if required) are ancestor-descendant paths in T . Also, no vertex in path(v, w) is a descendant of any vertex in path(x, y). We define the following queries.
(1) Query w, path(x, y) : among all the edges from w that are incident on path(x, y) in G, return an edge that is incident nearest to x on path(x, y). (2) Query T (w), path(x, y) : among all the edges from T (w) that are incident on path(x, y) in G, return an edge that is incident nearest to x on path(x, y). (3) Query path(v, w), path(x, y) : among all the edges from path(v, w) that are incident on path(x, y) in G, return an edge that is incident nearest to x on path(x, y). Let the descendant vertices of the three queries described above be w, T (w) and path(v, w) respectively. A set of queries on the data structure D are called independent if the descendant vertices of these queries are disjoint.
Baswana et al. [5] described the components property as follows.
e 2 e 2 Figure 1 : Edges e ′ 1 and e ′ 2 can be ignored during the DFS traversal (reproduced from [6] ).
Lemma 2.1 (Components Property [5] ). Let T * be the partially built DFS tree and v be the vertex currently being visited. Let C 1 , .., C k be the connected components of the subgraph induced by the unvisited vertices. For any two edges e i and e ′ i from C i that are incident respectively on v and some ancestor (not necessarily proper) w of v in T * , it is sufficient to consider only e i during the DFS traversal, i.e., the edge e ′ i can be safely ignored.
Ignoring e ′ i during the DFS traversal, as stated in the components property, is justified because e ′ i will appear as a back edge in the resulting DFS tree (refer to Figure 1) . The edge e i can be found by querying the data structure D (or D 0 in [5] ). The DFS tree is then updated after any update in the graph by reducing it to rerooting disjoint subtrees of the DFS tree using the components property. Rerooting a subtree T (v) at a new root r ′ ∈ T (v) involves restructuring the tree T (v) to be now rooted at r ′ , such that the new tree is also a DFS tree of the subgraph induced by T (v). This reduction will henceforth be referred as the reduction algorithm and can be succinctly described as follow (see Appendix A for details). Theorem 2.2. Given an undirected graph G and its DFS tree T , any graph update can be reduced to independently rerooting disjoint subtrees of T by performing O(1) sets of independent queries on the data structure D and O(1) sets of LCA queries on T , where each set has at most n queries.
REROOTING A DFS TREE
We now describe the algorithm to reroot a subtree T (r 0 ) of the DFS tree T , from its original root r 0 to the new root r * . Also, let the data structure D be built on T (see Section 2). We maintain the following invariant: at any moment of the algorithm, every component c of the unvisited graph can be of the following two types:
C1: Consists of a single subtree τ c of the DFS tree T . C2: Consists of a single ancestor-descendant path p c and a set T c of subtrees of the DFS tree T having at least one edge to p c . Note that for any τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ T c , there is no edge between τ 1 and τ 2 since T is a DFS tree.
Moreover, for every component c we also have a vertex r c ∈ c from which the DFS tree of the component c would be rooted in the final DFS tree T * .
The algorithm is divided into log n phases, where each phase is further divided into log n stages. At the end of phase P i , every subtree of any component c (τ c or subtrees in T c ) has at most n/2 i vertices. During phase P i , every component has at least one heavy subtree (having > n/2 i vertices). If no such tree exists, we move the component to the next phase. We denote the set of these heavy subtrees by T c . For notational convenience, we refer to the heaviest subtree of every component c as τ c , even for components of type C2. Hence, for any component of type C1 or C2, we have τ c ∈ T c .
Clearly the algorithm ends after log n phases as every component of the unvisited graph would be empty.
At the end of stage S j of a phase, the length of p c in each component c is at most n/2 j . If |p c | ≤ n/2 j , we move the component c to the next stage. Further, for any component c of type C1, the value of |p c | is zero, so we move such components to the last stage of the phase, i.e., S log n . Clearly at the end of log n stages, each component would be of type C1.
In the beginning of the algorithm, we have the component induced by T (r 0 ) of type C1 where r c = r * . Note that during each stage, different connected components of the unvisited graph can be processed independent of each other in parallel.
Algorithm
We now describe how a component c in phase P i and stage S j is traversed by our algorithm. The aim is to build a partial DFS tree for the component c rooted at r c , that can be attached to the partially built DFS tree T * of the updated graph. Note that this has to be performed in such a manner that every component of the unvisited part of c is of type C1 or C2 only. Now, in order to move to the next phase, we need to ensure that for every component c ′ of the unvisited part of c, |τ c ′ | ≤ n/2 i . As described above, after log n stages every component c ′ is of type C1. Thus, we perform a disintegrating traversal of τ c which ensures that every component of the unvisited part of c can be moved to the next phase.
During S j , in order to move to the next stage, we need to ensure that for every component c ′ of the unvisited part of c, either |p c ′ | ≤ n/2 j (moving it to next stage) or |τ c ′ | ≤ n/2 i (moving it to next phase). The component is processed based on the location of r c in c as follows. If r c ∈ p c , we perform path halving which ensures the components move to the next stage. If r c ∈ τ T c , we perform a disconnecting traversal of τ followed by path halving of p c , such that the unvisited components of τ are no longer connected to residual part of p c , moving them to the next phase. The remaining components of c moves to the next stage due to path halving.
We shall refer to disintegrating traversal, path halving and disconnecting traversal as the simpler traversals. The difficult case is when r c ∈ τ ∈ T c . Here, some trivial cases can be directly processed by the simpler traversals mentioned above. For the remaining cases we perform heavy subtree traversal of τ which shall ensure that the unvisited part of c reduces to those requiring simpler traversals. Refer to the full paper [23] for pseudocodes of the algorithm.
We now describe the different types of traversals in detail. For any component c, we refer to the smallest subtree of τ ∈ T c that has more than n/2 i vertices as T (v H ). Since n/2 i−1 ≥ |τ | > n/2 i , v H is unique. Also, let r ′ = root(τ ) (if r c ∈ τ ) and v l = LCA(r c , v H ). 
Disintegrating Traversal
Notice that p is an ancestor-descendant path of T and each subtree has at most n/2 i vertices. Each subtree not having an edge to p corresponds to a separate component of type C1. The path p and the remaining subtrees (having an edge to p) form a component of type C2. For each component c * , we also need to find the new root r c * for the updated DFS tree of the component. Using the components property, we know r c * has the lowest edge from c * on the path p * , where p * is the newly attached path to T * described above. Both these queries (finding an edge to p and the lowest edge on p * ) can be answered by our data structure D (see Section 2). Thus, every component c * can be identified and moved to next phase.
Remark. If r c = r ′ , this traversal can also be performed on a subtree from a component c of type C2 achieving similar result. This is possible because no new path p would be formed and we still get components of type C1 and C2 (being connected to a single path p c ).
Path Halving
Consider a component of type C2 with r c ∈ p c = path(x, y). We first find the farther end of p c , say x, where |path(r c , x)| ≥ |path(r c , y)|. We then traverse from r c to x adding path(r c , x) to the tree T * see Figure 2 (b) . The component c ′ of type C2 thus formed will have p c ′ of length at most half of p c . Now, the subtrees in c having an edge to p c ′ would be a part of c ′ . The remaining subtrees would form individual components of type C1. Again, the new root of each component can be found using D by querying for the lowest edge on the path(r c , x) added to T * .
Disconnecting Traversal
Consider a component of type C2 with r c ∈ τ , where τ T c . We traverse τ from r c to reach p c , which is then followed by path halving of p c . The goal is to ensure that the unvisited part of τ is not connected to the unvisited part of p c (say p ′ ) after path halving, moving it to the next phase. The remaining subtrees of c with p ′ will move to the next stage as a result of path halving of p c . Now, if at least one edge from τ is present on the upper half of p c , we find the highest edge from τ to p c see Figure 2 (c) . Otherwise, we find the lowest edge from τ to p c . Let it be (x, y), where y ∈ p c and x ∈ τ . This ensures that on entering p c through y, path halving would ensure that all the edges from τ to p c are incident on the traversed part of p c (say p).
We perform the traversal from r c to x similar to the disintegrating traversal along path(r c , x), attaching it to T * . Since none of the components of unvisited part of τ are connected to p ′ , all the components formed would be of type C1 or C2 as described in Section 3.1. However, while finding the new root of each resulting component c ′ , we also need to consider the lowest edge from the component on p. Further, since τ T c , size of each subtree in the resulting components is at most n/2 i . Thus, the resultant components of τ are moved to the next phase.
Remark. If r c ∈ T (v H ), this traversal can also be performed on a τ ∈ T c getting a similar result. This is because each subtree in resultant components of τ will have size at most n/2 i moving it to the next phase. However, if r c T (v H ) we cannot use this traversal as the resultant component c ′ of type C2 formed can have a heavy subtree and a path p c ′ of arbitrary length. This is not permitted as it will move the component to some earlier stage in the same phase. Hence, in such a case we would process the component using heavy subtree traversal described as follows.
Heavy Subtree Traversal
Consider a component c of type C2 with r c ∈ τ , where τ ∈ T c . As described earlier, if r c = root(τ ) or r c ∈ T (v H ), the heavy subtree τ can be processed using disintegrating or disconnecting traversals respectively. Otherwise, we traverse it using one of three scenarios described as follows. Our algorithm checks each scenario in turn for its applicability to τ , eventually choosing a scenario to perform an l, p or r traversal (see Figure 3 ). This traversal ensures that it is followed by a simpler traversal described earlier, so that each component will either move to the next phase or the next stage. We shall also prove that these scenarios are indeed exhaustive, i.e., for any τ , one of these scenarios is indeed applicable. The following lemma describes the conditions for a scenario to be applicable. Refer to the full paper [23] for proofs of the lemmas described in this section. Remark. Applicability lemma is employed when p * does not traverse through T (v H ). Otherwise, the unvisited component trivially moves to the next stage/phase This is because if p * traverses through T (v H ), the traversal preceding p * was clearly applicable. Condition A 2 ensures that the heavy subtree containing T (v H ) does not form a component c ′ with arbitrary length of path p c ′ , as this can move it to some previous stage which is not allowed. Because of the same reason disconnecting traversal is not used on such heavy subtrees.
We now briefly describe the three scenarios, namely, l, p and r traversals and define a few notations related to them (shown in Figure 3 ). The l, p and r traversals follow the path shown in figure (using blue dotted lines) which shall henceforth be referred as p * L , p * P and p * R respectively. Both p and r traversals use a back edge during the traversal, denoted by (x p , y p ) and (x r , y r ) respectively. Further, we refer to the subtrees containing v H that hangs from p * L , p * P and p * R as T (v L ), T (v P ) and T (v R ) respectively. Any subtree hanging from the traversed path (p * L , p * P or p * R ), shall be called an eligible subtree, if it has an edge to p c . In each scenario we ensure A 1 and A 2 by construction, implying that the scenario will not be applicable only if A 3 is violated. Thus, we only need to find the lowest edge on traversed path from the eligible subtrees, to determine the applicability of a scenario. Also, the edges (x p , y p ) and (x r , y r ) are chosen in such a way that if l and p traversals are not applicable, then r traversal always satisfies applicability lemma, with the lowest edge from component containing p c being (
Scenario 1: l traversal
Consider the traversal shown in Figure 3 (a) , where p * L = path(r c , r ′ ). Since, this traversal does not create a new non-traversed path, A 1 and A 2 are implicitly satisfied. We find the lowest edge on p * L (highest edge on path(r c , r ′ )) from p c and the eligible subtrees, say (x 1 , y 1 ), where y 1 ∈ p * L . In case this edge satisfies A 3 , we perform the traversal otherwise move to the next scenario.
Remark. This scenario is not applicable only if (x 1 , y 1 ) is a back edge with
Scenario 2: p traversal
Consider the traversal shown in Figure 3 (b) , where p * P = path(r c , x p )∪ (x p , y p ) ∪ path(y p , par (v l )). To perform this traversal, we choose (x p , y p ) along with (x d , y d ) such that if p traversal using (x p , y p ) is not applicable then r traversal using (x d , y d ) is necessarily applicable. The presence of the back edge (x 1 , y 1 ) (see remark of l traversal) can be used to show that (x p , y p ) and (x d , y d ) can be chosen satisfying the following properties Let τ d and τ p (if any), be the subtrees hanging from path(v L , v H ) containing x d and x p respectively. Lemma 3.2. The edge (x p , y p ), which is a back edge, always exists and when used for p traversal satisfies A 1 and A 2 . Lemma 3.3. On performing r traversal using any edge (x r , y r ), which satisfies (i) x r ∈ T (v P ) ∪ τ p (if any), and (ii) the conditions A 1 and A 2 , the r traversal is applicable with the lowest edge from an eligible subtree to p * R being (
Thus, Lemma 3.2 ensures that our traversal can follow p * P as shown in Figure 3 (b) . To verify A 3 we find the new root for the component having path p c as follows. We find the lowest edge on p * P from p c and the eligible subtrees hanging from p * P , say (x 2 , y 2 ), where y 2 ∈ p * P . In case this edge satisfies A 3 , we perform the traversal otherwise move to the next scenario.
Remark. This scenario is not applicable only if (x 2 , y 2 ) is a back edge with x 2 ∈ T (v P ) and x 2 T (v H ).
Scenario 3: r traversal
Consider the traversal shown in Figure 3 (c) , where p * R = path(r c , x r )∪ (x r , y r )∪path(y r , r ′ ). We choose (x 2 , y 2 ) as (x r , y r ). However, while computing (x 2 , y 2 ), τ p (if exists) would have been partially traversed. Hence, if the lowest edge from τ p to path(r c , r ′ ), say (x ′ 2 , y ′ 2 ), has y ′ 2 lower than y r on path(r c , r ′ ), τ p would be connected to both p c and path(par (v l ), y 2 )\{y 2 }. This creates a component having p c which is not of type C 1 or C 2 violating A 1 . In such a case we choose (x ′ 2 , y ′ 2 ) as (x r , y r ). The existence of back edge (x 2 , y 2 ) (see remark of p traversal) implies the following property of (x r , y r ).
Lemma 3.4. The edge (x r , y r ), which is a back edge, always exists and when used for r traversal satisfies A 1 and A 2 .
Thus, Lemma 3.4 ensures that our traversal can follow p * R as shown in Figure 3 (c) . To verify A 3 we find the new root for the component having path p c as follows. We find the lowest edge on p * R from p c and the eligible subtrees hanging from p * R , say (x 3 , y 3 ), where y 3 ∈ p * R . In case this edge satisfies A 3 , we perform this traversal.
Using Lemma 3.3, we shall now describe the conditions when this edge satisfies the applicability lemma. The choice of (x r , y r ) ensures that either x r ∈ T (v P ) (see remark in p traversal) or x r ∈ τ p (recall the computation of (x ′ 2 , y ′ 2 )). Further, using Lemma 3.4 our r traversal satisfies A 1 and A 2 . Thus, using Lemma 3.3 the scenario is not applicable only in the special case where τ d = τ p and p * R traverses τ d .
We now present the conditions of the special case and present an overview of how it can be handled. Since
. Thus, both the lowest and the highest edges on path(r c , r ′ ), i.e., (x p , y p ) and (x r , y r ), from an eligible subtree hanging from path(v L , v H ) belong to τ d . Moreover, since τ d hangs from path(v L , v H ), it does not contain T (v H ). This ensures that if modified r ′ traversal is performed ignoring τ d , it can be followed by a disconnecting traversal of τ d (see full paper [23] for details).
Correctness:
To prove the correctness of our algorithm, it is sufficient to prove two properties. Firstly, the components property is satisfied in each traversal mentioned above. Secondly, every component in a phase/stage, abides by the size constraints defining the phase/stage. By construction, we always choose the lowest edge from a component to the recently added path in T * ensuring that the components property is satisfied. Furthermore, in different traversals we have clearly proved how each component progresses to the next stage/phase ensuring the size constraints. Thus, the final tree T * returned by the algorithm is indeed a DFS tree of the updated graph.
Analysis
We now analyze a stage of the algorithm for processing a component c. In each stage, our algorithm performs at most O(1) traversals of each type described above. Let us first consider the queries performed on the data structure D. Every traversal described above performs O(1) sets of these queries sequentially, where each set may have O(|c |) parallel queries. Moreover, each of these sets is an independent set of parallel queries on D (recall the definition of independent queries in Section 2). This is because in each set of parallel queries, different queries are performed either on different untraversed subtrees of currently processed subtree or on the traversed path in the currently processed subtree. The remaining operations (excluding queries to D) clearly requires only the knowledge of the current DFS tree T (and not whole G). Hence, they can be performed locally in the distributed and semi-streaming environment. Performing these operations efficiently in parallel shall be described in Section 4. Since our algorithm requires log n phases each having log n stages, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Given an undirected graph and its DFS tree T , any subtree τ of T can be rerooted at any vertex r ′ ∈ τ by sequentially performing O(log 2 n) sets of O(|τ |) independent queries on D, in addition to local computation requiring only the subtree τ .
IMPLEMENTATION ON EREW PRAM
We assign |c | processors to process a component c, requiring overall n processors. We first present an efficient implementation of D and the operations on T used by our algorithm. These results are fairly simple or derived directly from classical results and hence may not be of independent interest (see full paper [23] for details).
Theorem 4.1. The DFS tree T of a graph can be preprocessed to build a data structure D of size O(m) in O(log n) time using m processors, such that a set of independent queries of types Query w, path(x, y) , Query T (w), path(x, y) and Query path(v, w), path(x, y) onT can be answered simultaneously in O(log n) time using 1, |T (w)| and |path(x, y)| processors respectively on an EREW PRAM.
Remark. Unlike the complicated D 0 used by Baswana et al. [5] , our data structure D is merely sorted adjacency lists of the graph according to the post order traversal of T . Theorem 4.2. The DFS tree T of a graph can be preprocessed to build a data structure of size O(n) in O(log n) time using n processors, such that the following queries can be answered in parallel in O(log n) time on an EREW PRAM
• LCA of two vertices, size of a subtree, testing if an edge is back edge and length of a path, using a single processor per query.
• Finding vertices on a path, subtrees hanging from a path, child subtree of a vertex containing a given vertex, highest/lowest edge among k edges, using k processors per query, where k is the size of the corresponding component.
Using these data structures we can now analyze the time required by the reduction algorithm on an EREW PRAM. Since the queries on D and LCA queries on T can be answered in O(log n) time using n processors as described above, Theorem 2.2 reduces to the following theorem. Theorem 4.3. Given the DFS tree T of a graph and the data structure D built on it, any update on the graph can be reduced to independently rerooting disjoint subtrees of the DFS tree using n processors in O(log n) time on an EREW PRAM.
Implementation details
Using Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, we can show that all operations required for each stage of our rerooting algorithm to reroot a subtree τ , can be performed in O(log n) time using |τ | processors. Both root(τ c ) and vertex v H required by our algorithm while processing a component c, can be computed in parallel by comparing the size of each subtree using |c | processors. Adding a path p to T * essentially involves marking the corresponding edges as tree edges, which can be performed by informing the vertices on p. All the other operations of the rerooting algorithm are trivially reducible to the operations described in Theorem 4.2. Since our rerooting algorithm requires log n phases each having log n stages, we get the following theorem for rerooting disjoint subtrees using our rerooting algorithm. Theorem 4.4. Given an undirected graph with the data structure D build on its DFS tree, independently rerooting disjoint subtrees of the DFS tree can be performed in O(log 3 n) time using n processors on an EREW PRAM.
Using Theorem 4.1 Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4, we can prove our main result described as follows. Theorem 1.1. Given an undirected graph and its DFS tree, it can be preprocessed to build a data structure of size O(m) in O(log n) time using m processors on an EREW PRAM, such that for any update in the graph, a DFS tree of the updated graph can be computed in O(log 3 n) time using n processors on an EREW PRAM. Now, in order to prove our result for Parallel Fully Dynamic DFS and Parallel Fault Tolerant DFS we need to first build the DFS tree of the original graph from scratch during the preprocessing stage. This can be done using the static DFS algorithm [37] or any advanced deterministic parallel algorithm [1, 17] . Thus, for processing any update we always have the current DFS tree built (either the original DFS tree built during preprocessing or the updated DFS tree built by our algorithm for the previous update). We can thus build the data structure D using Theorem 4.1 reducing Theorem 1.1 to the following theorem. Theorem 4.5 (Parallel Fully Dynamic DFS). Given an undirected graph, we can maintain its DFS tree under any arbitrary online sequence of vertex or edge updates in O(log 3 n) time per update using m processors on an EREW PRAM.
However, if we limit the number of processors to n, our fully dynamic algorithm cannot update the DFS tree inÕ(1) time, only because updating D inÕ(1) time requires O(m) processors (see Theorem 4.1). Thus, we build the data structure D using Theorem 4.1 during preprocessing itself, and attempt to use it to handle multiple updates.
Extending to multiple updates
Consider a sequence of k updates on graph, let T * i represent the DFS tree computed by our algorithm after i updates in the graph. We also denote the corresponding data structure D built on T * i as D i . Now, consider any stage of our algorithm while building the DFS tree T * i . For each component in parallel, O(1) ancestor-descendant paths of T * i−1 are added to T * i . Thus, any ancestor-descendant path p of T * i , is built by adding O(log 2 n) such paths of T * i−1 , corresponding to O(log n) phases each having O(log n) stages. Hence, p is union of O(log 2 n) ancestor-descendant paths of T * i−1 , say p 1 , ..., p k .
Using this reduction, it can be shown that a set of independent queries on path p in D i , can be reduced to O(log 2 n) sets of independent queries on corresponding O(log 2 n) paths p 1 , ..., p k on D i−1 (see full paper [23] for details). Again, each of these paths p 1 , ..., p k , being an ancestor-descendant path of T * i−1 , is a union of O(log 2 n) ancestor-descendant paths of T * i−2 , and so on. Thus, any set of independent queries on D i can be performed by O(log 2(i−1) n) sets of independent queries on D, which takes O(log 2i−1 ) time on an EREW PRAM using n processors when k ≤ log n (see Theorem 4.1). The other data structures on T * i−1 can be built in O(log n) time using n processors (see Theorem 4.2). This allows our algorithm to build the DFS tree T * i from T * i−1 using D in O(log 2i+1 ) time on an EREW PRAM using n processors (see Theorem 3.5). Thus, for a given set of k updates we build each T * i one by one using T * i−1 and D, to get the following theorem. Theorem 4.6 (Parallel Fault Tolerant DFS). Given an undirected graph, it can be preprocessed to build a data structure of size O(m), such that for any set of k (≤ log n) updates in the graph, a DFS tree of the updated graph can be computed in O(k log 2k+1 n) time using n processors on an EREW PRAM.
Remark. For k = 1, our algorithm also gives an O(n log 3 n) time sequential algorithm for updating a DFS tree after a single update in the graph, achieving similar bounds as Baswana et al. [5] . However, our algorithm uses much simpler data structure D at the cost of a more complex algorithm.
APPLICATIONS IN OTHER MODELS OF COMPUTATION 5.1 Semi-Streaming Setting
Our algorithm only stores the current DFS tree T and the partially built DFS tree T * taking O(n) space. Thus, all operations on T can be performed without any passes over the input graph. A set of independent queries on D is evaluated by performing a single pass over all the edges of the input graph using O(n) space. This is because each set has O(n) queries (see Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.5) and we are required to store only one edge per query (partial solution based on edges visited by the pass). Note that here the role of D is performed by a pass over the input graph. Hence, using Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.5 our algorithm requires O(log 2 n) passes per update proving our semi-streaming algorithm described as follows.
Theorem 5.1. Given an undirected graph and its DFS tree, for any given update in the graph the updated DFS tree can be computed using O(log 2 n) passes over the input graph by a semi-streaming algorithm using O(n) space.
Distributed Setting
Our algorithm stores only the current DFS tree T and the partially built DFS tree T * at each node. Thus, the operations on T are performed locally at each node and the distributed computation is only used to evaluate the queries on D. Using Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.5, each update is performed by O(log 2 n) sequential sets of O(n) independent queries on D. Evaluation of a set of O(n) independent queries on D can be essentially reduced to propagation of O(n) words (partial solutions of n queries) throughout the network. Using the standard technique of pipelined broadcasts and convergecasts [30] , we can propagate these O(n) words in O(D) rounds using messages of size O(n/D). This proves our distributed algorithm described in Section 1.2. Refer to full paper [23] for details of implementation.
CONCLUSION
Our parallel dynamic algorithms take nearly optimal time on an EREW PRAM. However, the work efficiency of our fully dynamic algorithm isÕ(m) whereas that of the best sequential algorithm [6] isÕ( √ mn). Even though our fault tolerant algorithm is nearly work optimal, its only for constant number of updates. The primary reason behind these limitations is the difficulty in updating the data structure D using n processors. Our fault tolerant algorithm avoids this problem, by naively using the original D to simulate the queries of updated D. It would be interesting to see if an algorithm can process significantly more updates using only n processors iñ O(1) time (similar extension was performed by Baswana et al. [6] in the sequential setting). This may also lead to a fully dynamic algorithm that is nearly time optimal with better work efficiency. Further, our distributed algorithm works only on a substantially restricted synchronous CONGEST (n/D) model. Moreover, the number of messages passed during an update in the distributed algorithm is O(nD log 2 n + m), which is way worse than the number of messages required to compute a DFS from scratch when the message size is relaxed, i.e., O(n). It would be interesting to see if dynamic DFS can be maintained in near optimal rounds in more stronger CONGEST or LOCAL models.
